MINIATURE PINSCHERS
JUDGE: Mrs Lesley E Hiltz

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Dogs 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Dogs .

MINIATURE PINSHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs .

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Black & Rust Red .
1 835 SIRIUS' MY HARRY HOUDINI. TR795495/01. 01/10/2008. BREEDER: Judy A Ward. By Ch Flashfires Crimal Clyde-Siruis Black Lace Nighty. OWNER: Judy A Ward & Kathryn Clemonds.

EX 837 SULTANS SAFE CRACKER. TR793553/02. 08/02/2008. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Em's Mr O'Ryan-Ch Sultans Stolen Dreams. OWNER: Gretchen Hofheins-Wackerfuss.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Dogs Red .
1 839 SULTANS SHRED IT. TR793553/01. 08/02/2008. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Em's Mr O'Ryan-Ch Sultans Stolen Dreams. OWNER: Gretchen Hofheins-Wackerfuss.


845 SPIVA'S SUPER DELIGHT. TR828458/03. 11/14/2008. BREEDER: Joan Spiva. By Ch Valdon's Batteries Included-Ch Edgewinds Prepare To B Dazzled. OWNER: Ellanora Ward.


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 6 Mos & Under 9 Mos .


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Puppy Bitches 9 Mos & Under 12 Mos .


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Twelve To Eighteen Month Bitches .


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches .


826 VALDON'S JANA JASMINE ON STAGE. TR741166/01. 12/06/2007. BREEDER: Owner. By Spira's Class Chocolate-Valdon's Rage Of The Stage. OWNER: Joan Krumm.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Black & Rust Red .

827 PATAPIN BLACK BOLD N BEAUTIFUL. TR901896/01. 03/05/2009. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Nevaeh Red Cloud of Tall Oaks-Patapin Mel Los Legacy. OWNER: Patricia Gauthier.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Chocolate & Rust Red .

828 VALDON'S COCO GO LOCO AT DEN-MARK. TR741168/01. 03/12/2008. BREEDER: Joan Krumm. By Spiva's Class Chocolate-Valdon's Copied In Sepia. OWNER: Aurora Nielsen.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Red .


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Black & Rust Red .

831 PATAPIN BLACK BOLD N BEAUTIFUL. TR901896/01. 03/05/2009. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Nevaeh Red Cloud of Tall Oaks-Patapin Mel Los Legacy. OWNER: Patricia Gauthier.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Chocolate & Rust Red .

832 VALDON'S COCO GO LOCO AT DEN-MARK. TR741168/01. 03/12/2008. BREEDER: Joan Krumm. By Spiva's Class Chocolate-Valdon's Copied In Sepia. OWNER: Aurora Nielsen.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Red .


MINIATURE PINSCHERS, Open Bitches Black & Rust Red .


MINIATURE PINCHERS, Veteran Dogs .


MINIATURE PINCHERS, Best of Breed Competition .

855 CH EM'S MR O'RYAN. TR623377/01. 02/05/2007. Dog. BREEDER: Owner. By Ch Bonds Jose Can U See-Ch Em's After Shock. OWNER: Emma Hanson.


